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Abstract—Various forms of cloud computing principles and
technologies are becoming important recently. This paper addresses cloud computing for automation and control applications.
It’s argued that the open Internet cloud idea has such limitations
that its not appropriate for automation.
Since automation is physically and geographically local, it is
inevitable to introduce the concept of local automation clouds.
It’s here proposed that local automation clouds should be self
contained an be able to execute the intended automation functionalities without any external resources. Thus providing a fence
at the rim of the local cloud preventing any inbound or outbound
communication. Such a local cloud provides possibilities to
address key requirements of both todays and future automation
solutions. Adding mechanisms for secure inter-cloud administration and data tranfere enables local automation cloud to meet
IoT automation system requirements as: 1) Interoperability of a
wide range of IoT and legacy devices 2) Automation requirement
on latency guarantee/prediction for communication and control
computations. 3) Scalability of automation systems enabling very
large integrated automation systems 4) Security and related
safety of automation systems 5) Ease of application engineering
6) Multi stakeholder integration and operations agility.
How these requirements can be met in such a local automation
cloud is discussed with references to proposed solutions. The local
automation cloud concept is further verified for a compartment
climate control application. The control application included an
IoT controller, four IoT sensors and actuators, and a physical
layer communication gateway. The gateway acted as host for local
cloud core functionalities. The climate control application has
successfully been implemented using the open source Arrowhead
Framework and its supports for design and implementation of
self contained local automation clouds.
Index Terms—Local automation clouds, IoT, SoS

I. I NTRODUCTION
For a couple of years, there are several predictions on
the numbers of connected devices on the market has been
communicated by various players, e.g. [1], [2]. This has
fostered in depth computer science discussions on hot topics
such as IoT, Systems of Systems (SoS), Cloud-based solutions,
etc.
The problems discussed are often related to low level
technologies e.g. protocols (CoAP, 6LowPAN, . . . ) [3], [4],
or various IoT cloud concepts e.g. Cumulosity, ThingWorx,
Xively, Azure, Websphere [5]. In addition to this, various
ideas on cloud computing, private clouds, edge computing,
fog computing, etc. are discussed [6]–[9] addressing possible
usage of these cloud concepts. A key argument behind these
concepts are the expected explosion in number of IoT devices,

and their connection to the Internet, which leads to the
automation of a wide variety of applications.
Although automation is a key driver, the technology discussions to a very large extent is addressing computer science
problems with little or no reference to the automation requirements.
Automation in turn is driven by industrial requirements on
sustainability, flexibility, efficiency and competitiveness. These
in turn are driven by big societal questions like environmental
sustainability, availability of energy and other raw material,
as well as rapidly changing market trends. These drivers are
pushing for both much larger and greater number of automation systems compared to the situation we have nowadays.
The current state of the art of automation appears to have
an upper bound of about 105 I/O’s. A reason for this is
probably high engineering costs for large and complex. This
have lead to work on moving the ISA-95 automation pyramid
to an Internet cloud paradigm based on Service Oriented
Architectures, SOA [10]–[12]. Here cheaper hardware and
expectations on reduced engineering costs have been strong
motivators for the developments.
To have Internet technology support these developments,
there are a number of automation technology gaps identified.
These gaps can seemingly not be addressed by current state
of the art Internet technology. The identified automation technology gaps are [13]:
• Interoperability of a wide range of IoT and legacy devices
• Automation requirement on latency guarantee/prediction
for communication and control computations.
• Scalability of automation systems enabling very large
integrated automation systems
• Multi stakeholder integration and operations agility
• Security and related safety of automation systems
• Ease of application engineering
Furthermore, it is noted that most automation systems are
physically and geographically local. To control some physical
behaviour measurement of that specific physics is required to
facilitate its control and automation.
Based on these requirements and locality of automation,
this current paper proposes the concept of local automation
clouds. Local clouds should be able to perform the desired
automation and control functionalities locally, while meeting
the above requirements. To provide scalability, this implies
that multiple local clouds should be able to interact with each

other, though with relaxed real time requirements. The local
cloud idea is depicted in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. A set of local automation clouds implemented using the Arrowhead
Framework mandatory and support core services.

This paper states basic properties and functionalities of a
local automation cloud. Each of the above given requirements
is discussed in detail. The local automation cloud concept is
implemented by the Arrowhead Framework [13], [14]. The
implementation of a local automation cloud for a local climate
control automation has been used to verify the local cloud
concept. The verification is also presented in this paper.
II. L OCAL CLOUDS FOR AUTOMATION
Extending previous work on automation clouds using a SOA
approach, let us provide a basic definition of a local automation
cloud. The technology gaps of Internet regarding automation
key requirements are given above.
The objective of a local cloud is to provide a communication
and computation environment suitable for automation. Based
on the key requirements, it is argued that the cloud boundary
shall be the “protective fence” to the communication and computations necessary to full fill the desired automation tasks.
Thus protecting the e.g. automation functionalities like their
time critical communication and computations from “external”
impact. Thus a basic local automation cloud is a protected network with no in-bound or out-bound communication. Which
is in direct contrast to current main stream definition of cloud
which a metaphor for the Internet.
The here proposed key properties of a local cloud are:
A)
Self contained - no external resources needed to
establish the local cloud
B)
Provide a security fence to external networks
C)
Interoperability between systems within a local cloud
is established through services of information exchange

Support for protocol and semantics transparency
D)
Automation support – both design- and run-time
• Support for automation system design, configuration, deployment, operation and maintenance
• Enabling event based information exchange
• Enabling information exchange audit
• Support for service and communication QoS
E)
Security in relation to bootstrapping, software update, and communication in general
F)
Inter-cloud service exchanges
• Secure service discovery, authentication and authorisation, orchestration and data exchange with
other local automation clouds
In the following above properties are detailed. For the rest
of the paper the following definitions are used. A device is a
hardware capable of hosting one or several software systems,
a system is software capable of producing and/or consuming
one or several service and, a service is an exchange of data
between a service producing system, and a service consuming
system.
•

A. Self contained
The self contained property allows local operation, that is
independent of external resources. This feature allows for a
closed cloud boundary. For this purpose a local automation
cloud is proposed to have:
• Device, System and Service registries
Registries keeping track and allowing for the discovery of
Devices, software Systems and Services deployed within
a local cloud. The Service registry provides data on
Service interfaces, methods, data types and associated
meta data. The System registry provides data on which
Systems are registred with a local cloud, meta data of
these registered System and the services these systems
are designed to produce or consume. The Device registry
provides unique device identity and device meta data.
• Service orchestration - SoS (System of Systems) run time
configuration
Provides orchestration rules defining which Service produced by which System is to be consumed by which other
System.
• Service authentication and authorisation
Provides authentication of service consumers and authorisation for service consumption
B. A secure fence to external networks
Since the local cloud is self contained their is no need for
interaction with any external resources. Thus the physical communication layer will be separated from any other network. If
inter cloud service interaction is needed this should be handled
through whats here defined as gatekeeper gateways.
C. Interoperability between systems
The service interoperability property provides a structure
for information on interfaces, service protocols, methods, data

types, semantics, encoding, and compression provided by a
service producing system within the local cloud. Based on
these, service consumers can be properly matched with service
providers. Furthermore, through protocol and semantics translation devices/systems featuring different service protocols,
semantics and encoding can be made interoperable.
D. Automation support
The automation support properties shall provide support for
at least:
• Engineering of automation systems based on IoT and
System of Systems,
• Support for run-time configuration of service, system and
device,
• Quality of Service monitoring and management,
• Event handling support, and
• Operational audit and storage of historical data
E. Security
Provision for authentication of a service consumer, authorisation of service consumption and protection of payload data.
In addition methodology for secure deployment of device, system and service is necessary. It’s also clear that a methodology
for secure software update is required.
F. Inter-cloud service exchange
To build large automation systems it’s necessary that service
exchanges can be made between local clouds. Here service
exchange administration as service discovery, authorisation,
authentication and orchestration shall be possible between
local clouds. If such service exchange between local clouds
is orchestrated and authorised the service pay load should be
possible to protect end to end.
III. E VALUATION
In the following the concept of local automation clouds is
evaluated using the key automation requirements stated.
A. Real time
A local cloud provides a protected cloud environment.
On the other hand, the service exchanges in a control
loop are running autonomously after the administrative setup
(discovery, authorisation and orchestration). Thus a peer-topeer communication schema is established. Such peer-to-peer
communication have to meet specific real time requirements
on communication to allow a proper control of the physics
involved. For this purpose, suitable physical and transport
layers have to be prescribed for any device allowed in to
the local cloud. For example this can be a TDMA type of
MAC layer running on top of some physical layer such as
IEEE 802.15.4 [15] or Industrial Ethernet [16] with suitable
scheduling of the network resources.
The service latency over the available bandwidth can be
further addressed by payload compression like, EXI (Efficient
XML Interchange). Compression rates of 1:30 are readily
achievable [17]

In this way it is possible to achieve such low communication
latency that meets closed loop control requirements. Regarding
one-way delay on the link, service latencies well below
the millisecond range are achievable for example by using
100Mbit Industrial Ethernet.
The real time aspect also includes the issues with computational time. Here Devices and software Systems computing
the control algorithms have to be selected so that the computational time can be limited. Moreover, when data compression
is considered for communication, it increases computation
time, as well.This is the same situation as with today’s legacy
control systems.
In order to further support the real time performance in
a local cloud, a QoS monitoring and prediction service is
proposed. Based on QoS monitoring, the service can report and
request mitigation action for missed QoS. The QoS controller
service should also be capable of simulating the network
topology of the local cloud, thus enabling prediction of QoS
for specific orchestration rule proposals before deployment.
A proposal for a QoS-controlling services in this domain can
found in [13], [18].
B. Security
The idea of the self sustained local cloud is to establish a
protective boundary around the local cloud. This also means
that the local cloud does not need any external resource to
fulfil its automation tasks. This protected environment has to
be established at the physical layer using standard firewall and
DMZ technologies. This approach aims to prevent any network
communication apart from the one engineered within the local
cloud. Regarding disturbance on wireless communication, this
can be handled to some extent by adaptivity on channel
disturbances as using in IEEE 802.11 [19].
Furthermore, only trusted devices and trusted software shall
be deployed into a local cloud. For this purpose a deployment
procedure creating such trust has to be established. In this
regard a deployment procedure based on a Dual-Interface Trust
Anchor is proposed [20]. The application of such deployment
procedure can be found in [21]. Its application to local
automation clouds is discussed in [13].
Next, service consumer authentication and service consumption authorisation has to be established. Proposal for both
certificate (X.509) and ticket (Radius) based solutions can be
found in [13], [22], [23]. The integration of these approaches
can be found in [24]. The certificate based solution provides
stronger protection but is computational heavy. The ticket
based solution is better adopted to resource constrained IoT’s.
Finally data integrity and encryption has to be ensured. This
can be at the IP layer level using IPSec [25] or at protocol
level using e.g. DTLS [26]. For IPSec, the limiting factor
is the key distribution which currently accounts for a large
energy/computational cost [23].
Before applying the security measures, there has to be
an audit regarding potential risks, the value of potential
losses when the given risk turns into reality, and the cost of
implementing the given security methos. Furthermore, since

this domain often operates devices with computational and
power constraints, the decision on security applications have
to consider the feasibility of those as well.
Safety is not directly addressed by the local cloud approach.
The enhanced IT-security around automation and control loops
implicitly support safety issues which are dependent on a
well working automation and control. Neverteless, the actually
implemented local clouds must not compromise safety issues.
C. Interoperability
Interoperability between devices or software systems joining
a local cloud is proposed to be addressed at a service level.
The problem includes interoperability regarding [13], [27]:
• Application level SOA protocols, i.e. CoAP, REST, OPCUA, XMPP, MQTT, uPnP, etc.,
• Encoding, i.e. XML, JSON, etc.,
• Compression, i.e. EXI, etc.,
• Semantics, i.e. SenML, SensML, etc.
As a first prerequisite, a local cloud needs a service registry.
The first proposal is to use DNS-SD as a basis for such service
registry [28], [29]. Every service produced within the local
cloud shall register with the service registry. Information to
be registered include
ServiceType,
protocol,
transport,
• ServiceName,
domain
To enable discovery of interoperability at service level there
is a need for information on payload semantics, encoding, and
compression. In the context of Arrowhead Framework, this
is regarded as service meta data. Service meta data is to be
provided through the DNS TXT record using the following
key pairs:
• encode=syntax e.g. encode=xml when XML [30] encoding is used and specified in the CP (Communication
Profile) document [13].
• compress=algorithm e.g.compress=exi when EXI [31]
compression is used and specified in the CP document
• semantic=XX e.g. semantic=senml when SenML [32]
semantics is used and specified in the SP (Semantic
Profile) document [13].
• interfaceX=service-interface
e.g. interface1=getTemperature():temp
• datatypeX=interface-datatypes
e.g. datatype1=temp[string]
This will allow an engineer or a software to construct
the code that can consume the published service. Meta data
should preferably also hold non-functional information such
as software version, hardware version, etc.
For further details on the Arrowhead Framework open
source implementation of a DNS-SD based service registry
for local automation clouds, see [13], [14].
Interoperability between devices exposing service through
different SOA protocols should be supported by using a protocol translation service, see [5], [33]. The protocol translator
acts as a participant of the local cloud, and is monitored for

QoS. Furthermore it must satisfy authentication and authorization rules of the local cloud.
For compression, currently the major technology is EXI
[34]. The trade-off between communication latency and compression computational time can be found in [17]. Semantics
interoperability is still an open field of research [35], [36].
Some interesting approaches can be found in [37], [38].
The conceptual interoperability solution regarding protocols,
semantics, encoding and compression within a local cloud is
through a translator service is building on the concepts put
forward by Derhamy et.al [33].
D. Scalability
Scaling local cloud automation systems is possible through
inter-cloud service exchange. In this way automation functionalities that need to be protected for reasons like real time or
security and safety can remain within its protected local cloud.
On the other hand, some services can be consumed from other
local clouds, with the acknowledgement of the QoS controller.
The establishment of inter-cloud service exchanges has two
components:
• Service administration: Discovery, authorisation and orchestration of service exchanges
• The actual service exchange between systems in different
clouds
In this way multiple local clouds can exchange services
enabling the creation of a System of local clouds.
Both of the needed processes are punching holes in the
local cloud firewall protection, which might open security
issues. Two technologies have been proposed to address such
inter-cloud service exchange while addressing the security
hole problem. One is based on a gatekeeper concepts with
a separate data path having some of its roots in the telecom
industry, see [13], [39]. The other is based on the MQTT
protocol and its broker concept, see [20].
E. Engineering
To simplify engineering of automation applications a local
cloud shall provide a number of support services. They should
be:
• Interoperability at service level with discoverable information on service interfaces – and on the other hand
enabling a software system consuming the discovered
service.
• PlantDescription service, providing the interface from
plant engineering standards such as IEC81346 [40] for
creating System of Systems orchestration rules.
• Configuration service, providing the capability to configure a device or software system according to possible
configurations provided in meta data.
• Audit and historian services, providing audits and data
logging of service exchanges.
• QoS service, providing support for monitoring and optimisation of communication and service QoS within the
local cloud.

The Arrowhead project has been investigating local automation cloud concepts and technologies with support for several
of the above listed properties. The results have been released as
the open source Arrowhead Framework [14]. Using very limited and early implementations of the Arrowhead Framework,
a few companies have already released data on engineering
time for different automation applications, see Table I. The
results indicate engineering time saving in the order of 1:5
using the local automation cloud approach compared to legacy
technology!
TABLE I
E NGINEERING TIME FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF AUTOMATION
APPLICATIONS FOR LEGACY AUTOMATION AND LOCAL CLOUD
AUTOMATION .

Application
Building energy automation
Airport information automation
Recycling logistics

Local cloud [h]
6-8
40
80

Legacy [h]
40-48
160-200
240-300

Gain
1:5
1 : 4.5
1 : 3.5

Fig. 2. A local cloud, where application systems are using the mandatory
and support core systems of the Arrowhead Framework.

F. Multi stakeholder integration and operation
Current trends point to automation solutions involving
multiple stakeholders requiring automated interaction with
strong commitments on security. Here the need for “private”
environments is obvious. Another requirement is the need for
authenticated and authorised exchange of information.
The concepts supporting local clouds have the properties
of providing “privacy” based on the local cloud protective
boundary. The authenticated and authorised exchange of information between the local clouds of involved stakeholders
is made possible by using the inter-cloud service exchanges as
discussed in Section III-D. This inter-cloud service exchange
supports service consumer authentication and authorisation
together with protocol level payload encryption, see Section
III-B. This way the approach fully supports establishing intercloud service exchange security.
IV. L OCAL AUTOMATION CLOUD IMPLEMENTATION
To verify the technical and implementation feasibility of
local automation a small control application has been im-

plemented. The control application is a compartment climate
control.
The implementation has been made using the Arrowhead
Framework [13], [14]. Arrowhead Framework provides architectural definitions of software Systems providing the necessary Services that enables the implementation of a self
contained local automation cloud. Using the open source Arrowhead Framework, local clouds as shown in Figure 2 can be
implemented. This has been the basis for the implementation
of the compartment climate control application.
A. Climate control
A small control example has been implemented. The scope
is to control the climate in a compartment. For this purpose a
temperature sensor, an air fan, a heater air flap, a recirculation
air flap and a controller are provided as individual IoT devices,
see Figure 3 . The sensor and actuators devices were designed
using the Mulle IoT platform [41], [42]. The controller was
designed on a multicore CPU IoT platform. The Arrowhead
Framework mandatory core services were deployed on a small
Linux platform provided by EISTEC.

Fig. 3. A control loop cloud with the cloud administration services and a
closed control loop with a temperature sensor, a controller and a fan.

In this way a completely self contained local automation
cloud has been implemented. Successful compartment climate
control has been demonstrated. The self-contained local cloud
can execute the control loop isolated from other networks. The
real time performance of the local cloud did meet the stated
requirements. Full measurements of the real time performance
and security aspect are still to be performed.
V. C ONCLUSION
The concept of local clouds has been introduced addressing
automation application and their specific requirements on real
time, security, scalability, ease of engineering and interoperability. Self contained local clouds have, as argued, clear
merits to these requirements compared to other type of cloud
computing, e.g. fog or edge computing.
The proposed concept of local automation clouds have
been successfully demonstrated in a small closed loop control
example, compartment climate control. Where re required
automation functionality and related real-time performance

has been verified. The implementation was made using the
Arrowhead Framework.
Data from two companies indicated considerable saving
on engineering efforts for the implementation of automation
solutions based on the here described local cloud concept and
implemented using the Arrowhead Framework. Savings are in
the order of 3-5 times compared to legacy technology based
implementation.
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